Why HeartSine

®

Just ask. Leading corporations, organizations and industry
experts agree; HeartSine has a comprehensive offering and
benefits that deserve serious consideration when deciding
on a partner to supply life-saving AED technology.

Superior Design. Technology accommodates value. Our firmware and software allow
for increased savings with a superior offering by using the most advanced components
available. Utilizing new technology allows HeartSine to offer advantages that are superior
to those that still use technology from more than a decade ago.
Superior Protection. With a 10 year product warranty, the samaritan® PAD is the best-

backed AED on the market today. This protection is 3-5 years better than industry standard
and solidifies our commitment to providing you with excellent protection. The samaritan 300P
is also the only mainstream device on the market with an untarnished regulatory history.

Clinically Superior. With an advanced, low-escalating energy protocol, our proprietary
SCOPE™ Biphasic Waveform provides greater success rates and cardioversion capabilities
than industry standard.
User Friendly Components. Our innovative, Pad-Pak™ cartridge houses both the battery

and electrodes for the device. One expiration date eliminates the need to track and inventory
two separate items and reduces the costs associated with doing so. Complimentary software
upgrades are available for user download from our website and the samaritan 300P offers
user-selectable language options to provide adaptability across multiple site applications.

Lowest Overall Costs of Ownership. The extended life Pad-Pak and standard warranty

mean lower operating cost during the life of the device. One “wear item” means less inventory
and lower maintenance costs. Each Pad-Pak is good for 4 years providing lower costs than
those devices that need the electrodes replaced every 2 years and then the battery at year 4.

Comprehensive Indemnification. The HeartSine protection is second to none in

the industry providing comprehensive coverage to lay rescuers. A point often discarded by
other manufacturers due to the restrictions and conditions of protection; the HeartSine
indemnification is further validation of our commitment to quality and providing a device
that can be used by rescuers of varied skill levels.

Rich History of Innovation. Dating back to the mid-1960s, the Technical Experts at
HeartSine have been at the forefront of portable defibrillation technology. This experience
and expertise are evident in the design and features of the samaritan 300P device.
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Lifesaving,
Pure and Simple
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